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ABSTRACT 

The Ranger Project was planned to produce scientific data 
on the environment and surface of the moon for use in the 
NASA manned lunar exploration program, and to study the com-
position and history of the moon. Controlled launch periods, 
use of parking orbits, and midcourse guidance correction pro-
vide the capability for a sufficiently precise f l ight trajec-
tory for the lunar encounter. The spacecraft carries experi-
ments for measuring radiation levels, determining lunar radar 
reflectivity characteristics, taking and transmitting TV pic-
tures of the surface, and rough-landing a survivable capsule 
instrumented to measure seismic disturbances on the moon. 
Later fl ights w i l l carry a high-resolution TV subsystem. 
Rangers I and I I remained in low earth orbit because of f a i l -
ures in the booster vehicle. Launch-vehicle guidance mal-
functions resulted in out-of-tolerance injection velocity for 
Ranger I I I , which yielded useful data although the midcourse 
correction and terminal maneuvers were not completed success-
ful ly . Ranger IV was injected normally but apparent loss of 
power to the Central Computer and Sequencer prevented per-
formance of timed events or acceptance of commands; the space-
craft was tracked to impact on the far side of the moon on 
Apri l 26, 1962. 

INTRODUCTION 

The Ranger Project is testing techniques for sending equip-
ment from Earth to moon. In four flights to date, the project 
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has put two spacecraft into Earth orbit , one into heliocentric 
orbit , and one on the far side of the moon. These fl ights are 
a notable technical achievement, but the project has yet to 
reach its main goal, namely the production of lunar surface 
data and operating experience for use in the Apollo system 
design. The purpose of this paper is to review results to 
date and to describe an effort, using today's technology, to 
advance as rapidly as possible toward the landing of men on 
the moon. 

OUTLINE OF PROJECT 

The Ranger Project is managed for NASA by the Caltech Jet 
Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, California. The fac i l i t ies 
of JPL are NASA-owned, but i ts personnel are employees of 
Caltech. JPL designs and builds the Ranger spacecraft and 
controls and commands them in f l ight from its operations cen-
ter in Pasadena. Procurement and operation of the Atlas-
Agena Β launch vehicles and preparation and operation of At-
lantic Missile Range fac i l i t ies are the responsibility of the 
Maxshall Space Flight Center of NASA, with major US Air Force 
and contractor support. Postinjection tracking, telemetry, 
and commands are achieved by the three ground stations of the 
NASA Deep Space Instrumentation Facil ity. The Laboratory 
operates the station at Goldstone, California; the stations 
in South Africa and Australia are operated by agencies of the 
respective governments, with JPL resident advisors coordi-
nating the operations. 

The management of this complex project entity, with its 
many interconnections among agencies and authorities, has been 
a major task and shows how this country's diversified ski l ls 
can be applied to a given goal. Yet i t i s real ly rather 
simple when compared to the things that are intended in a few 
years, when spacecraft are to go not only from Earth to moon, 
but also from moon to Earth for landing and recovery. 

The project now known as Ranger began in 1959> when JPL and 
the Army Ball ist ic Missile Agency were collaborating in early 
space projects under the sponsorship of the U.S. Army. In 
i960, after preliminary study, a firm f l ight schedule was 
developed based on employment of the USAF-developed Atlas -
Agena B. The main consideration giving rise to the project 
was that planetary and lunar scientific missions would soon 
require a major advance in technology, namely, the creation 
of a guided, stabilized spacecraft carrying a high-gain direc-
tional antenna. I t is interesting to note that Russian engi-
neers must have reached this conclusion at about the same time, 
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as evidenced by the design of the Venus probe spacecraft that 
they launched early in 196l (Pig. l ) . 

Originally, five fl ights were planned: two for engineering 
tests of the vehicle and spacecraft, and three to carry equip-
ment to the moon. When the Ü. S. manned lunar f l ight program 
became a firm national objective, NASA, requested four more 
Banger fl ights in direct support of that program. There w i l l 
be one additional Banger f l ight during 1962; the remaining 
four w i l l be launched in 1963. In addition to the total of 
nine Bangers, JPL has prepared two somewhat different space-
craft, called Mariners, for an interplanetary mission test 
during 1962. The Atlas-Agena Β vehicle and the three kinds 
of spacecraft used in the present Banger project are shown in 
Fig. 2. 

SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES 

The immediate scientific objectives of the project axe to 
find out (a ) what the moon is l ike, and (b) why i t i s that 
way. The "why" is just as important as the "what," since the 
U. S. w i l l be obliged to integrate a few isolated observations 
into a complete lunar model for Apollo. In addition to giving 
information about the moon itself , the Banger fl ights also are 
intended to provide a survey of the radiation environment en-
route. The constraints on the problem are as follows: 
1. Impact areas. Trajectory cri ter ia demand that the space-
craft shall arrive at the moon along a path inclined about 
1*0° from the Earth-moon line (Fig. 3) · Therefore, the best 
landing areas are in west lunar longitude near the equator 
(on the le f t side as seen from here) . Since some Apollo 
cri teria may make east-longitude landings desirable, the prob-
lems of landing on that side are being investigated too, but 
the early fl ights are a l l aimed toward the le f t side in the 
region of Oceanus Procellarum. 
2. Impact velocity control. Because of the limitations of 
Atlas-Agena Β performance, time, money, and sk i l l , the Banger 
cannot now achieve a controlled soft landing. At best, the 
f l ight sequence can include an uncontrolled retro-maneuver 
whose residual speed errors at impact w i l l be of the order of 
hundreds of feet per second both vertical ly and horizontally. 
Nevertheless, i t has proved possible to package sensitive 
scientific equipment to survive such landings, and to demon-
strate this operation is one of the mission objectives. 
3· Experiment duration. A typical transit from Earth to moon 
takes only 2 1/2 days, so that a Banger bound for lunar impact 
is not a good vehicle for gathering long-term statistics on 
the enroute environment. Unless equipment for measuring lunar 
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surface characteristics can be packaged to survive the rough 
landing, i t has to perform its entire function during the 
last few hours or minutes before impact. 
k. Engineering constraints. In addition to the foregoing 
essential mission constraints, there are some affecting the 
design of the measuring instruments themselves—environmental 
packaging, telemetry requirements, etc .--which need not be 
enumerated here but which tend to limit the kinds of experi-
ments that a Ranger can carry. 

In spite of these constraints, Rangers probably can deter-
mine a number of interesting things about the moon. First , 
they can send back TV pictures. These pictures can be quite 
crude and s t i l l be better than any view of the lunar surface 
obtainable through the Earth1 s atmosphere. Clearly, the de-
tai led routines s and slope characteristics of the surface are 
of v i t a l interest to Apollo designers. Second, Rangers can 
make a rough radiochemical analysis of the lunar surface by 
measuring the spectrum of the moon1 s natural gamma radiation. 
This is a particularly desirable experiment because i t may 
reveal something about the origin and basic constitution of 
the moon. Also, this experiment can function independently of 
spacecraft attitude, so that some types of spacecraft failures 
do not invalidate i ts results. Third, Rangers can relay back 
point data on the radar reflection character of the lunar 
surface—data that may aid in determining what sort of dust 
is present. And fourth, they can—in principle at least— 
place on the surface of the moon a rugged seismometer such as 
that carried by the Rangers launched this year, and thus they 
can possibly measure some gross characteristics of the lunar 
material. 

There are some things that Apollo designers would like to 
see done, but which Rangers can or should not do according to 
present thoughts. For example, there is apparently no prac-
t i ca l way of getting an early direct measurement of the static 
bearing strength of the lunar surface. Dynamic penetrometer 
measurements are probably feasible, and a number of different 
schemes have been proposed; however, none of these is included 
in the present project because the total number of flights is 
limited. There is s t i l l some controversy as to whether or not 
isolated dynamic measurements can be correlated and inter-
preted to determine the true static strength of the material 
at Apollo landing sites. 

Another important Apollo requirement i s the precision lunar 
map. This can be obtained by a TV-bearing spacecraft in lunar 
orbit, and this mission is now planned as a part of the Sur-
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veyor Project. A Ranger-based lunar orbiter mission probably 
would be limited to a radiation survey and a measurement of 
the gravitational figure of the moon by precision orbit deter-
mination. 

SYSTEM DESIGN 

Starting with the known or predicted characteristics of the 
Atlas-Agena Β and the Deep Space Instrumentation Facility, how 
did the spacecraft design and operations plan evolve? Some 
general aspects of the Earth-moon transit which influence the 
design are as follows: 

Flight Mechanics 
A high-energy trajectory, with a transit time of a day and 

a half to two days, is least sensitive to injection guidance 
errors. Lunik I I and the other early U. S. and Soviet probes 
were launched on such trajectories. Lower-energy paths, how-
ever, permit more payload weight and are better for several 
other reasons, provided that the required greater accuracy of 
guidance is available. A transit time of two and one half 
days is a good compromise and places the lunar encounter with-
in view of the Goldstone station in preference to the overseas 
sites. In addition to the need for controlling the time of 
encounter, there are several other constraints as shown in 
Fig. k. Since i t is desired to land on the front side of the 
moon in daylight, a launch is out of the question when the 
moon is in its new or first-quarter phase. Because the space-
craft uses the sun and Earth as its primary attitude refer-
ences, i t is undesirable to launch near f u l l moon, when these 
bodies would be nearly in the same direction as seen from the 
spacecraft. Therefore, the best time to launch is when the 
moon is approaching third-quarter phase. There is thus an 
available launch period of four to five days each month. 

I f the launch-to-injection path were fixed relative to 
Earth, the major axis of the transfer el l ipse would rotate 
once per day and l i f to f f would have to occur within an inter-
val of only a few seconds. In order to increase this daily 
f ir ing window up to a practical length of time, the system 
must compensate for Earth rotation through the use of time-
dependent guidance parameters in the vehicle. In order to do 
this, and in order to place the injection point always near 
the perigee of the transfer el l ipse to get maxiiiium payload, a 
"parking orbit ," or variable coast time, is used in the launch 
sequence. This requires the Agena to burn twice, which i t 
also has to do on some Earth-satellite missions. Again, the 
Russians saw the problem in similar terms; they pioneered the 
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parking-orbit departure from Earth with their Venus attempt 
early in I96I. Fig. 5 shows how the Ranger burning period 
tracks vary during a typical f ir ing window. The eastern and 
western limits of the injection locus are set by AMR range 
safety constraints, which usually result in a f ir ing window of 
1 to 1 1/2 hr. U. S. f l ight experience to date indicates 
that the available launch period and f ir ing window are adequate, 
though not excessive. Rangers I and I I each had to be scrubbed 
at least once because of expiration of the window; Rangers I I I 
and IV each l i f ted off on the f i r s t attempt, after delays that 
used up only part of the window. 

Arrival Conditions 
The Rangers launched in 1962 carry four of the experiments 

l isted in the previous section: a smal Ί TV camera, a gamma-
ray spectrometer, a lunar seismometer inside a rough-landed 
retro-capsule, and a radar reflection measurement obtained 
from the altimeter that triggers the capsule retromotor. 

The TV experiment needs lunar midafternoon lighting—oblique 
to give good shadows, yet not so oblique that the light inten-
sity becomes too low. The retro-capsule requires a near-verti-
cal approach at a precisely specified speed. This speed con-
tro l is necessary since the retromotor speed increment is fixed. 
Also, the capsule should not be put down further than ^5° west 
of the Earth-moon line, in order to maintain an Earth view of 
the capsule antenna. 

I t is also desirable to have reasonable control over the im-
pact location (to a few hundred miles) and, as mentioned pre-
viously, i t is required that the impact shall occur when the 
moon is near the Goldstone station meridian. Fortunately, i t 
is possible to meet a l l of these constraints, without re-
quiring inordinately high injection accuracy, by providing the 
spacecraft with the abi l i ty to make one midcourse corrective 
maneuver. 

Guidance Scheme 
Ranger guidance begins with the steering of the Atlas by r a -

dio commands. The Atlas guidance system, in addition to bring-
ing the vehicle up to precise vernier engine cutoff, sets in 
the in i t ia l conditions for the Agena. In order to obtain the 
time-variant departure paths mentioned previously, the fl ight 
azimuth is varied by changing the amount that the Atlas rol ls 
before beginning to pitch over and the parking-orbit coast 
time is varied by changing the timer setting in the Agena. 

After the nose fairing is jettisoned and the Agena separates 
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from the Atlas, guidance is by means of the system developed 
for Agena satel l i tes , namely a body-fixed gyro and accelero-
meter package with horizon sensors for reducing errors in 
pitch and r o l l . The yaw drif t error is uncompensated, but 
fortunately is not too cr i t ica l for the lunar mission. The 
Agena f i r s t - and second-burn speed increments are determined 
by an integrating axial accelerometer backed up by timers. 
There are no provisions for any ground commands to the Agena. 

After injection and separation of the spacecraft, i t i s 
necessary to change the path of the Agena so that i t w i l l not 
hit the moon and w i l l not interfere with the spacecraft opti-
cal orientation process. To do this, the Agena yaws through 
l80° and fires a small retro rocket. 

After spacecraft injection the South African and Australian 
DSIF stations track the spacecraft transponder and send the 
angle and Doppler data to JPL in Pasadena, where the orbit and 
the required midcourse maneuver are calculated with the aid of 
an IBM 7090 computer. Later, when the spacecraft is above the 
Golds tone horizon, the maneuver commands are sent. The de-
sired magnitude and direction of the velocity change are 
stored in the spacecraft, and the stored values are teleme-
tered back for verification before the "execute" command is 
sent. After the midcourse maneuver, guidance is finished and 
no further control of the trajectory is possible. There i s , 
however, one more command operation, namely, the terminal 
maneuver that turns the spacecraft around to point the TV 
camera at the moon and align the capsule retrorocket for 
f iring backwards along the f l ight path. 

Spacecraft Design 
The sun is the obvious body to use as a primary attitude 

reference. Therefore i t was decided quite early that the 
spacecraft should orient i ts main axis of symmetry toward the 
sun during cruise. In addition to simplifying the problem of 
thermal control, this orientation is convenient for the most 
effective use of solar power panels. For a complete s tab i l i -
zation system one more reference axis is needed; this can be 
the direction to the Earth, to the moon, or to an identif i -
able star. Since the spacecraft has to point a high-gain 
telemetry antenna toward Earth anyhow, i t would seem desirable 
to have i t seek a radio signal sent from Earth. However, i t 
was concluded that the required acquisition and error-sensing 
systems would be undesirably complex, so an optical sensor was 
chosen instead which seeks reflected sunlight from Earth. 
This sensor is kept from acquiring the sun by not turning i t 
on until the main spacecraft axis is stabilized, i f ±^ 
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acquires the moon by mistake, an override command can be sent 
to make i t resume searching for Earth. The optical sensor is 
mounted on and moves with the antenna. 

The attitude control system uses gyros for stabilization and 
pairs of small on-off nitrogen jets for control. In the 
cruise mode the system is set to produce a slow limit cycle 
with an amplitude of a degree or so and a period of about an 
hour. Since the jets are too small to overcome the misalign-
ment torques during midcourse motor f ir ing, the system is aug-
mented by small jet vanes on the motor. The motor, a 50- lb-
thrust monopropellant-hydrazine rocket, is shut off by an in-
tegrating accelerometer when the speed change reaches the com-
manded value. In order to orient the spacecraft as required 
for the midcourse and terminal maneuvers, the gyros axe tor-
qued at preset rates for times sent up by command. The space-
craft holds the resulting position, open-loop, by reference to 
the gyros during the maneuvers. Drift errors have proved to 
be acceptably small. 

The configuration of the spacecraft is set mainly by the 
various angular relationships that have to be satisfied during 
lunar and planetary f l ights . In order to aim the solar panels 
at the sun, the antenna at the Earth, and the instruments at 
the moon or planet, at least one part of the spacecraft must 
articulate. Obviously, a variety of choices axe available; on 
the basis of detailed comparisons i t was decided to hinge the 
antenna relative to the spacecraft body to get one degree of 
freedom, and to r o l l the entire craft about i ts sun-stabilized 
axis to get another. With this arrangement i t is possible to 
meet a l l of the constraints for a lunar impact mission or for 
a fixed-direction scan during a flyby. 

I f a two-dimensional scan is required, the instrument must 
have one more hinge motion, such as that used on the JPL Mari-
ner spacecraft. 

The spacecraft telecommunications system includes a trans-
ponder which receives the commands, provides two-way Doppler 
tracking, and sends the telemetry data, a data encoder which 
samples and encodes the hundreds of measurements carried, and 
two antennas. The high-gain antenna is a if-ft paraboloid. An 
approximately omnidirectional antenna mounted at the top of 
the spacecraft serves for command reception and also for back-
up transmission of narrow-band data i f attitude control should 
f a i l to keep the high-gain antenna pointed toward Earth. The 
3-w, 960-Mc transmitter can be switched from either antenna to 
the other by ground command. The telemetry system has several 
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data modes among which i t can be switched on command. In the 
video mode most of the data bandwidth is occupied by the tele-
vision signal. 

The spacecraft subsystems are controlled by a unit called 
the Central Computer and Sequencer, which generates the master 
program of timed events; provides clock pulses; accepts, 
stores, and translates the commands; and executes the various 
subroutines associated with the midcourse and terminal maneu-
vers. This device is essentially a small, special-purpose 
digi tal computer. Since this computer is a series element in 
the command link, no control of the spacecraft is possible i f 
i t f a i l s . On both of the Ranger f l imi t s this year, failures 
in or affecting this system element have caused loss of the 
mission data. 

Two solar panels, with an area of 10 sq f t each, supply the 
spacecraft power. These generate 175 to 200 w at about 28 v. 
Solid-state inverters and regulators then supply the various 
voltages and frequencies required in the spacecraft. A 
battery which can run the system for several hours supplies 
power during launch. In order to simplify the system this 
battery is not recharged by the solar panels. 

Figs. 6-8 show the present spacecraft configuration. The 
electronics are packaged in the six compartments on the basic 
hexagonal frame. This unit, which also carries the solar 
panels and the high-gain antenna, is called the "bus," and i t 
is intended to use i t with only minimum modifications through-
out the Ranger series. This bus weighs about kOO l b ; thus 
about 350 is available for mission instrumentation. On 
spacecraft RA-3, k, and 5 the mission package is the Aeronu-
tronic rough-landing capsule with i ts retrorocket and radar 
altimeter. The gamma-ray spectrometer and the TV camera axe 
mounted on the bus. For f l imi t s next year (Fig. 9) the mis-
sion package w i l l be the RCA high-resolution TV subsystem, 
and the bus w i l l carry auxiliary radiation experiments for 
measuring the cis-lunax environment. 

PROJECT RESULTS 

Ranger I 
To date four Rangers have been launched. Ranger I l i f ted 

off just before dawn on August 26, 196l. A switch fai lure in 
the Agena propulsion system prevented second burn, so that the 
spacecraft remained in the parking orbit . A l l other functions 
were normal., and the DSIF, despite horizon and tracking-rate 
problems resulting from the low orbit , recovered more than 
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enough data to confirm the functioning of a l l spacecraft sys-
tems. The spacecraft achieved sun lock and performed a l l of 
its other actions except those dependent on being far away 
from Earth, such as antenna orientation and the low-level 
scientific measurements. 

Ranger I I 
Ranger I I , launched November 18, 196l, almost duplicated the 

results of Ranger I . I t remained in a low orbit because of an 
Agena guidance fai lure that caused the vehicle to tumble be-
fore the beginning of second burn. The engine did ignite, 
confirming that the previous diff iculty had been corrected, 
but i t immediately shut down because of propellant starvation 
caused by the tumbling. Spacecraft separation was successful 
despite the vehicle motions, and again no spacecraft faults 
were evident. The data, however, were very limited because 
the spacecraft re-entered the atmosphere after only six orbits. 

Ranger I I I 
On January 26, 1962, the project made its f i r s t attempt at a 

lunar impact. The preparations for this f l ight went on in the 
tense atmosphere that prevailed at Cape Canaveral during the 
several countdowns for Mercury MA-6. The Ranger shot was very 
nearly scrubbed when the Atlas interbank insulation bulkhead 
fai led. By working around the clock, however, the Atlas f i e ld 
crew was able to complete an ingenious and unprecedented re-
pair, without removing the vehicle from the pad, in time for a 
countdown on the next-to-last day of the launch period. (The 
same repair was later completed on Col. Glenn's At las . ) 

The Ranger I I I launch was the f i r s t to include varying gui-
dance parameters and the associated real-time range functions. 
The countdown was smooth, and the vehicle l i f ted off early in 
the window. Shortly after launch, an airborne guidance com-
ponent in the Atlas fai led, preventing acquisition by the 
radio command system. The vehicle flew on autopilot, with 
events generated by internal program and backup sources, with 
the result that the velocity was out of tolerance at vernier 
engine cutoff. The Agena functioned successfully, though i t 
added somewhat to the injection error because of a slightly 
improper accelerometer setting. A l l other functions were 
normal, and the spacecraft was injected on a trajectory that 
was soon determined to be above escape energy. 

Now, for the f i r s t time, a Ranger was observed working in 
i ts design environment. Both South African DSIF stations 
locked onto the signal and began sending real-time engineering 
telemetry. The spacecraft acquired the sun and stabilized in 
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cruise mode. When the telemetry showed r o l l stabilization, a 
command to transfer from the omnidirectional to the high-gain 
antenna was sent. The signal strength immediately rose to the 
predicted value, confirming Earth acquisition by the space-
craft. The signal received from the omni antenna had dropped 
at the time of solar panel extension squib f ir ing, indicating 
some electrical or mechanical damage. But the high-gain sig-
nal was normal, showing that the trouble was probably confined 
to the omni antenna cable. 

Twelve hours after injection, the midcourse maneuver com-
mands from Goldstone were sent. The commands were stored, 
verified, and executed. When the spacecraft switched its 
transmitter to the omni antenna during the midcourse sequence, 
the signal dropped so low that some telemetry was lost . On 
completion of the maneuver, however, the normal cruise mode 
was again established. 

Post-maneuver tracking showed that the trajectory was not as 
predicted. I t was soon determined that the spacecraft had 
made the right speed change, but in the wrong direction. The 
trouble was traced to a sign inversion in the maneuver com-
mand code between the 7090 computer and the spacecraft. Pre-
launch tests had never revealed the sign reversal because they 
checked the magnitude and polarity but not the meaning of the 
digital commands. This error made no difference to the Banger 
I I I f l ight , since there was no prospect of hitting the moon 
anyhow, but i t could have spoiled the f l ight i f injection had 
been within tolerance. 

As Ranger I I I neared the moon, a group of terminal-maneuver 
commands, calculated (with sign reversed) to turn the space-
craft so that the TV camera would sweep across the moon during 
the flyby, were prepared and sent. At the "execute" command 
the spacecraft began the proper turn sequence, but before 
reaching the desired attitude i t generated (and telemetered to 
Earth) a spurious additional turn command which caused loss of 
attitude reference. The high-gain antenna continued to track 
the Earth up to its hinge-angle limit, at which point Earth 
lock was lost and the spacecraft went to i ts search maneuver 
mode. The TV camera operated during the flyby, and pictures 
were received (Fig. 10) showing proper operation of the video 
system. But no lunar data could be recovered because neither 
the camera nor the high-gain antenna was pointed in the right 
direction. 

Following the flyby, the spacecraft continued its optical 
search and appears to have locked onto the moon. Eventually 
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i t ran out of attitude-control gas and began to tumble. The 
DSIF tracked the transponder to a range of k^k,000 statute 
miles. 

The lunar capsule on Ranger I I I had no chance to operate, as 
the moon never came within the range of the trigger radar. 
The capsule transmitter was tracked occasionally to confirm 
that i t was functioning and that its 50-mw signal could be 
heard clearly from beyond the moon's distance. The gamma-ray 
instrument gave useful background data, but the miss distance 
was too great for the lunar radioactivity to be recorded. 

Ranger I I I and its Agena vehicle are now in heliocentric 
orbits with a period of about 395 days. 

Ranger IV 
The operating experience gained in the f irs t three flights 

resulted in a perfect launch of Ranger IV on Apri l 23, 1962. 
Despite some troubles with ground equipment during the count-
down, the vehicle l i f ted off near the middle of the window and 
performed a l l functions as planned. Telemetry coverage was 
excellent, and the real-time computation functions on the 
range resulted in delivery of acquisition data to most of the 
down-range stations as planned. Spacecraft telemetry was 
completely normal from launch through injection and up to 
electrical separation from the Agena. Separation was proper, 
and the spacecraft was lef t tumbling very slowly on a trajec-
tory that was immediately determined to be within limits for 
lunar impact. 

When the spacecraft rose over the South African horizon, how-
ever, the normal telemetry commutation sequence was absent. 
I t is now believed that the telemetry system i tse l f was intact, 
but that the spacecraft master clock had stopped, possibly as 
a result of loss of power to the central computer and se-
quencer. In the absence of i ts primary program sequence, the 
spacecraft could not perform any of i ts timed functions and 
could not accept commands. The transponder, however, con-
tinued to function normally on battery power, and several 
hours of highly precise two-way Doppler tracking data were 
obtained before the battery was exhausted. After that time, 
the DSIF stations tracked the lunar capsule transmitter until 
i t was occulted by the moon 2 min before impact. Impact 
occurred after a f l ight of 6k hr at 12-Λ9: 38 GMT on Apri l 26, 
at 12.9° south lunar latitude, 129.1° west lunar longitude on 
the far side of the Moon. 
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Fig. 2 Ranger launch vehicle 
vehicle. Right, top: 
k, 5· Bottom: Ranger 

and spacecraft. Left: complète 
Ranger 1 , 2 . Center: Ranger 3> 
6 
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Fig. 3 Lunar arr ival paths 
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Fig. k Earth-moon f l ight geometry 
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